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Firstly, a definition: a "pop" word is one which occurs in the most-used 87,000 according to the 
British National Corpus. All rows in this article are pop words, which naturally include initialisms. 




D G I J 
ie just ten different letters. A square like this I term a heterogrammatic square. 
The student in OMSK who scored ZERO in his EXAM because of the RATS had only to re­
arrange his keywords to make a perfect little 4-square and pass his exam in logology. The 4084 
pop 4-letter words contain 352 reversible words. The 4084 produce no fewer than 507246 squares 
such as the student's. Here is a quick A to Z of such simple squares before this article embarks 
upon its true business ofpresenting squares with one or more constraints: 
ACES FACT KEPT 
CUNT AHOY EURO 
ENVY COIR P RIG 
STYX TYRE TOGA 
BAKE GALE LACK 
ACID ABUT AXON 
KING LUDO CODE 
EDGY ETON KNEW 
CAGE HACK MABS 
AKIN ALOE AKIN 
GILD COpy B I R 0 
ENDS KEYS SNOG 
DAFT ICE D NAGS 
ABLY COLA AFRO 
F LIP ELMS GRIM 
T Y P E DASH SOME 
E A S T JAB S OARS 
ABLY ACRE ABUT 
S LIP BROW RUDE 






























UNDO WACK YARD ZING 
NEAP AXLE AGUE IDEA 
DART CLOG RUBS NETS 





Hetero'grammaticsquares with NW/SE reversible diagonal 
It is possible to make over 1000 helerogrammatic squares with the NW and SE diagonal consisting 
of a pair of pop words. The palindromic NE diagonal cannot be a heterogrammatic word, as 5­















































B R E L 
RUDT 
EDNA 
L I A S 
BUNS/SNUB 





















































G E I S 
CUTS/STVC 
DECK 




























































































































































































S I K H 
INCE 
KCAL 
































































































P 0 J S 
WETS/STEW 
Squares with all words reversible l but no diagonals 
There is duplication in that the first square is essentially the same as the square starting STEW 
(reversed and inverted). 
CRAW DRAW PROS STEW 
ROBE ROBE RIMA TUBA 
ABUT ABUT OMEN EBOR 
WETS WETS SAND WARC 
DNAS FRAN STEG STEW 
NEMO ROBE TUBA TUBA 
AMJR ABUT EBOR EeOR 
SORP NET S GARD WARD 
DRAG GNAW STEN TROW 
ROBE NEMO TUBA RIMA 
ABUT AMIR EBOR OMEN 
GETS WORT NARF WANG 
Squares with all words reversible, with palindromic diagonal 
No reversible squares were found with a reversible NW-SE diagonal. Some of the palindromic 
diagonals are non-pop words: FEEF is in the Scots National Dictionary, TIlT is in the Dictionary 



































































ED I S 
RIMA 
TSAO 
T I IT 
WERT 
ED I S 
RIMA 
TSAO 






The following squares have heterogrammatic words as rows, with two heterogrammatic 
diagonals (ie a reversible word) and one palind romlc diagonal. Unlike the above squares, 























DON E or DONG 































































































































V L C I
 









































































































Squares with all words reversible, and with all three diagonals. All eleven words in each 












PET S S T E P
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